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Path Generation of Autonomous Approach
to a Moving Ship for Unmanned Vehicles

Yu Wang, Shuo Wang, and Min Tan

Abstract—This paper is devoted to an autonomous
approach to a moving ship for unmanned vehicles. The
problem is introduced and formulated first. Cooperation be-
tween the vehicle and the ship is needed, such that the
moving ship to be approached is set to move at a con-
stant speed along a straight line or a circle. Hence, an
approaching algorithm based on 3-D path generation is
proposed. The 3-D vehicle trajectory produced by the path
generation realizes smooth transition from the initial pose
to the final pose with geometric constraints. The final poses
the unmanned vehicle and the ship’s reach simultaneously
are analyzed and obtained based on 3-D path generation.
The related parameters for autonomous navigation of an
unmanned vehicle are discussed according to the straight
line or the circle that the ship sails along. The approaching
algorithm is sequentially summarized. The simulations are
conducted, and the results show the effectiveness and
real-time performance of the proposed method.

Index Terms—Autonomous approach, path generation,
trajectory smoothing, unmanned vehicles.

I. INTRODUCTION

UNMANNED vehicles are increasingly used in civilian
and military applications such as rescue, search, data

collection, and scouting [1]–[5]. Many control systems and
algorithms are developed for unmanned systems to fulfill di-
versified missions. One of the control system requirements is
autonomy, i.e., the capability of detecting internal and external
changes and reacting to them without human intervention in a
safe and efficient manner [6]. Lin et al. proposed autonomous
target following using the embedded vision system for an un-
manned rotorcraft [7]. Zhang et al. designed autonomous task
allocation for heterogeneous unmanned vehicles [8], [9]. Like-
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wise, autonomy is essential for the navigation of unmanned
underwater or air vehicles to a moving base as well. After an
unmanned vehicle completes tasks, it should return to a moving
platform such as a ship or a truck automatically. Thus, this paper
mainly concentrates on the problem that unmanned under-
water or air vehicles achieve autonomous approach to a moving
mother ship.

Recently, a few methods have been applied for the autono-
mous navigation of unmanned vehicles. Ambrosino et al. devel-
oped an approaching path for unmanned aerial vehicles, which
can connect an initial pose to a fixed final pose belonging to the
landing track [10]. Storvik et al. employed B-splines curves to
achieve autonomous approach to a stationary ship. However, it
may be relatively difficult to achieve autonomous navigation to
a moving ship [11]. Drawing from [10] and [11], we apply path
generation to produce a feasible trajectory, which can guide an
unmanned vehicle to approach a moving ship. Path generation
is aimed at finding a feasible path connecting an initial point to a
final point in terms of path length, fuel consumption, or obstacle
avoidance. Many numerical algorithms have been applied for
path generation [12]. The rapidly exploring random tree meth-
ods were employed for path planning [13]–[15]. The A∗ algo-
rithms were also used for path generation [16], [17]. Moreover,
the mixed-integer linear programming method was utilized to
find the path [18]. The breadth-first search tree was proposed to
select a path on the image of an environment [19]. Jan et al.
proposed an algorithm based on Delaunay triangulation to
obtain the near-shortest path in the Euclidean plane [20].
Zhang et al. devised recursive receding horizon planning to
find optimal path in nonuniform environments [21]. In addi-
tion, some evolutionary algorithms have been employed for
path generation as well. Tsai et al. applied a parallel elite
genetic algorithm for global path planning [22]. Analogously,
Cheng et al. devised a genetic-algorithm-inspired unmanned
underwater vehicle path planner [23].

In this paper, path generation for autonomous approach to a
moving ship is conceived to produce a smooth trajectory within
constraints of curvature radius and pitch angle. Many path gene-
ration issues about trajectory smoothness have been discussed
so far. B-splines and Bezier curves have usually been exploited
for trajectory generation considering the continuity of trajectory
[24], [25]. The curve consisting of two constant curvature seg-
ments was used for path shaping technique [26]. In addition, η4

spline was also utilized for path generation [27]. However, in
3-D space, search methods are usually applied to meet vehicle’s
geometric constraints. Belkhouche and Bendjilali designed a
trajectory, on which the pitch angle and the heading angle are
linear functions of the visibility line angles on the vertical and
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Fig. 1. Autonomous navigation of an unmanned vehicle.

horizontal planes [28]. However, the problem of autonomous
navigation for approaching a moving ship was not discussed in
these related work.

The main purpose of this paper is to develop an algorithm for
autonomous navigation of unmanned vehicles. This algorithm
is conceived to produce a trajectory for the unmanned vehicle
to approach a moving mother ship before it starts automatic
landing or recovery to the mother ship. More specifically, 3-D
feasible trajectory, which meets geometric constraints closely
related to actual ones, is designed for the autonomous approach.
Moreover, the final poses the vehicle and the ship reach simulta-
neously are deduced, and the related parameters are discussed.
Thus, autonomous navigation toward a moving ship can be
realized. The notable advantage of the proposed algorithm is the
real-time online planning, which is very important, particularly
for the high-speed unmanned vehicle. According to the authors’
knowledge, this may be the first time to apply path generation
to settle this problem.

In the remainder of this paper, problem formulation is de-
scribed in Section II. The approaching algorithm, including
3-D path generation for unmanned vehicles, the analysis of the
final poses the ship and the vehicle reach simultaneously, and
the summary of the algorithm, is elaborated in Section III. Nu-
merical simulations are further provided in Section IV. Finally,
the conclusion is presented in Section V.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

It is assumed that there is no obstacle in the environment, and
no disturbance is considered. In order to achieve the autono-
mous navigation of an unmanned vehicle to a moving mother
ship, as described in Fig. 1, first, the feasible trajectory of the
vehicle should be produced from the pose where command that
a vehicle returns to the mother ship has been received to a
final pose, which can provide the foundation for the vehicle’s
automatic landing or recovery to the mother ship. Hence,
the final goal is determined: the attitudes of the vehicle and
the mother ship are the same, and the vehicle is just above the
mother ship with a relative height distance; the vehicle and the
mother ship are sailing at the same speed.

Ps(xs, ys, zs) and Pg(xg, yg, zg) represent the vehicle initial
and final positions, respectively. θs, γs are the vehicle initial
heading and pitch angles, respectively; and θg , γg are the ve-
hicle final heading and pitch angles, respectively. Suppose that
the ship sails on the horizontal plane under the guidance of the
planned trajectory. Pships(xships, yships, 0) denotes the ship ini-
tial position, and θships denotes the heading angle of the ship.
The ship speed denoted by vship is constant. The final realiza-
tion of autonomous approach is expressed by⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

Tv = Ts

xg = xshipg

yg = yshipg
zg = h
θg = θshipg
γg = 0
vg = vship

(1)

where Tv and Ts are the vehicle and mother ship arrival times,
respectively; h is the final relative height distance between the
ship and the vehicle; and θshipg is the ship final heading angle.
Pshipg(xshipg, yshipg, 0) is the final ship position. vg is the final
speed of the vehicle. As the approaching trajectory needs to
be produced online by the unmanned vehicle, the approaching
method should satisfy real-time performance.

In a Cartesian coordinate frame (x, y, z), a smooth trajectory
of an unmanned vehicle is provided according to the following
equations: ⎧⎨

⎩
ẋ = vv cos θ cos γ
ẏ = vv sin θ cos γ
ż = vv sin γ

(2)

where vv is the vehicle speed, θ is the heading angle, and γ is
the pitch angle. To ensure 3-D trajectory feasible, the vehicle
actual constraints should be addressed. However, in practical
engineering applications, trajectory geometric constraints in-
stead of the vehicle actual ones are usually taken into account,
because trajectory geometric constraints are related to the vehi-
cle actual ones [10]. In this paper, we design 3-D trajectory con-
sidering geometric constraints, including the curvature radius
and pitch angle constraints, as follows.

1) The curvature radius constraint: |R| ≥ Rmin.
2) The pitch angle constraint: γmin ≤ γ ≤ γmax.

Remark 1: The cooperation between the unmanned vehicle
and the mother ship is essential. To accomplish a specific task,
the mother ship sails to a designated pose under the guidance
of the planned path. This planned path is composed of straight
lines or circles. Thus, we just realize autonomous approach to a
moving mother ship along a straight line or a circle. Moreover,
another premise is that the positions and velocities of the un-
manned vehicle and the mother ship can be measured and sent
to the planner in real time.

III. APPROACHING ALGORITHM

First, 3-D path generation is designed for the autonomous
approach. It can produce a feasible trajectory with geometric
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Fig. 2. Feasible trajectory for an unmanned vehicle. Subpath ς1 is the
result of pitch angle smoothing. Subpaths ς2–ς4 form a 3-D trajectory
based on the RDDH method. Subpath ς5 is the curve for pitch angle and
speed adjustment.

constraints. The final poses the unmanned vehicle and the ship
reach simultaneously are analyzed by establishing equations.
This analysis is divided into two cases, where the ship path is
a straight line or a circle. Hence, approaching the moving ship
for an unmanned vehicle can be realized. We first introduce 3-D
path generation for the navigation of the unmanned vehicle.

A. Three-Dimensional Path Generation for
Unmanned Vehicle

To produce a smooth trajectory with the curvature radius and
pitch angle constraints, the vehicle path is composed of five
subpaths ς1–ς5 as follows (see Fig. 2): Subpath ς1 is an arc
with a radius of Rmin, in which the heading angle is fixed and
the pitch angle changes linearly from γs to γt. γs is the initial
pitch angle of the unmanned vehicle, and γt is the pitch angle
of subpaths ς2–ς4. Subpaths ς2–ς4 form a 3-D trajectory based
on the real-time dynamic Dubins-Helix (RDDH) method [29],
which is to let the unmanned vehicle fall on the ship path while
keeping a small distance SL with the ship along the ship path on
the x–y plane and a height distance h with the ship. Moreover,
the vehicle’s heading is consistent with the tangent angle of the
ship path. The vehicle speed (denoted by v) in subpaths ς1–ς4
is constant, satisfying v > vship. SL is reserved for pitch angle
and speed adjustment; thus, subpath ς5 is designed, in which the
pitch angle and the speed are adjusted to 0 and vship, respec-
tively; and the projection of subpath ς5 on the x–y plane is the
part of the ship path. Finally, the final poses of the unmanned
vehicle and the ship can satisfy (1) under the guidance of this in-
tegrated trajectory. Next, the 3-D trajectory based on the RDDH
method and the curve for pitch angle and speed adjustment are
detailed, respectively.

1) Three-Dimensional Trajectory Based on RDDH
Method: Subpaths ς2–ς4 constitute a 3-D trajectory based on
the RDDH method, where the pitch angle is fixed (denoted
by γt). The initial and final positions of ς2–ς4 are denoted by
P0(x0, y0, z0) and Pe(xe, ye, ze), respectively, where P0 is the

Fig. 3. 2-D external tangential CSC curves. The blue trajectory is the
counterclockwise external tangential CSC curve. The yellow trajectory
is the clockwise external tangential CSC curve.

final position of subpath ς1. θs and θe are the initial and final
heading angles of subpaths ς2–ς4, respectively. θs is also the
heading angle of subpath ς1. The projection of this whole trajec-
tory on the x–y plane is an external tangential CSC trajectory.

Two-Dimensional External Tangential CSC Curve:
There are two external tangential CSC paths, as shown in Fig. 3,
and the specific description can be found in our previous work
[29]. They are named the counterclockwise external tangential
CSC curve (blue curve) and the clockwise external tangential
CSC curve (yellow curve), respectively. Suppose that t is the
parameter of selecting 2-D external tangential CSC curves.
When t = 1, the counterclockwise external tangential CSC
curve is selected for 3-D path generation, and when t = −1,
the clockwise external tangential CSC one is selected. The path
length LCSC is calculated as

LCSC = θr ·R+ ‖−−−→OsOe‖ (3)

where θr is the rotation heading angle along the whole 2-D
external tangential CSC curve, which is the sum of α and β

in Fig. 3, and ‖−−−→OsOe‖ is given by (4), shown at the bottom of
the page.

The 2-D external tangential CSC curves have a special char-
acteristic: the rotation heading angle θr is related to θsg , which
is the angle between the unit vector (cos θs, sin θs) and the unit
vector (cos θe, sin θe). To introduce this relationship, a defini-
tion is given first.

Definition 1: Suppose that
−→
P1(x1, y1) and

−→
P2(x2, y2) are

two unit vectors, the relative relationship between the two
vectors

−→
P1 and

−→
P2 can be defined into three cases. As shown in

Fig. 4, when
−→
P2 is the red and dotted vector, y1x2 − y2x1 < 0,

we define that
−→
P2 is in the counterclockwise direction of the

vector
−→
P1. When

−→
P2 is the blue and solid vector, y1x2 − y2x1 >

0, we define that
−→
P2 is in the clockwise direction of

−→
P1. When

y1x2 − y2x1 = 0,
−→
P2 and

−→
P1 are the same or opposite vectors.

‖−−−→OsOe‖ =
√

(xe − tR sin θe − x0 + tR sin θs)2 + (ye + tR cos θe − y0 − tR cos θs)2 (4)
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Fig. 4. Relative relationship between two unit vectors.

The relationship between θr and θsg is discussed based on
Definition 1. It is divided into four cases, as depicted in Fig. 5.
The rotation heading angle is a function about θsg , t, s, which
is expressed as

θr = f(θsg, t, s) (5)

where s is the internal parameter determined by the relative re-
lationship between the unit vector (qox, qoy) and the unit vector
(cos θe, sin θe) as

s =

{
1, sin θeqox − cos θeqoy ≥ 0

−1, sin θeqox − cos θeqoy < 0
(6)

where (qox, qoy) is the unit vector of
−−−→
OsOe, as illustrated in

Fig. 5.
Taking the case when t=1, s=1 for an example, the specific

expression of the relationship between θr and θsg is given. As
illustrated in Fig. 5(a), when the vector (cos θs, sin θs) is in the
counterclockwise direction of (cos θe, sin θe) (see the purple
circle), θr=2π−θsg . When the vector (cos θs, sin θs) is in
the clockwise direction of (cos θe, sin θe) and in the clockwise
direction of (qox, qoy) (see the red circle), θr = θsg . When the
vector (cos θs, sin θs) is in the clockwise direction of (cos θe,
sin θe) and in the counterclockwise direction of (qox, qoy) (see
the blue circle), θr = 2π + θsg. Hence, according to the four
cases in Fig. 5, the relationship between θr and θsg can be
given by

θr =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
2π − s · t · θsg, c0 ≤ 0

2π − s · t · (2π − θsg), c0 > 0 and c1 ≥ 0

2π + s · t · θsg, c0 > 0 and c1 < 0

(7)

where c0 = s(sin θe cos θs − sin θs cos θe), and c1 =
s(qoy cos θs − sin θsqox).

In light of (7), we can summarize: Once the parameters t and
s are determined, the relationship is divided into three cases,
and in each case, the rotation heading angle θr is a fixed value
related to θsg . This special property is important to derive the
equations computing the final pose in Section III-B.

Three-Dimensional Extension: The 3-D trajectory based
on the RDDH method is a 3-D extension whose pitch angle γt
is fixed. It is composed of three subpaths ς2–ς4. As shown in
Fig. 2, the projection of the subpaths ς2–ς4 on the x–y plane is
an external tangential CSC trajectory, and the curvature radius

on the x–y plane is Rmin. The subpaths ς2 and ς4 are helix
curves. Subpath ς3 is the straight line. The projection of the
helix curve on the x–y plane is a circle of radius Rmin. The
pitch angle of the helix curve is γt. In subpath ς2, the rotation
heading angle θ2 on the x–y plane is α+ 2πN , where N is the
number of rotational laps. In subpath ς4, the rotation heading
angle θ4 is β. In order to satisfy the pitch angle constraint, the
trajectory is divided into two cases according to the relationship
between LCSCtan γm, and |ze − z0|, where γm is defined as

γm =

{
γmax, ze − z0 ≥ 0

|γmin|, ze − z0 < 0.
(8)

N and γt can be respectively obtained as

N =

{
0, LCSC · tan γm≥|ze−z0|⌈
|ze−z0|−LCSC tanγm

2πRmin tanγm

⌉
, LCSC · tan γm< |ze−z0|

(9)

γt =arctan
ze − z0

LCSC + 2πRminN
. (10)

2) Curve for Pitch Angle and Speed Adjustment: Sub-
path ς5 is the curve for pitch angle and speed adjustment. The
projection of subpath ς5 on the x–y plane is a part of the ship
path, which is a straight line or a circle. As depicted in Fig. 6,
the red curve is the S − z diagram of subpath ς5, where S is the
abscissa along the projection of subpath ς5 on the x–y plane (a
straight line or a circle). Pe(xe, ye, ze) is the initial position of
ς5, which is also the final position of 3-D trajectory based on
the RDDH method. θe is the initial heading angle of subpath ς5.
Pshipe represents the ship position when the unmanned vehicle
reaches Pe. θshipe represents the ship heading angle when the
ship reaches Pshipe. Pm represents the vehicle final position
of pitch angle adjustment, which is also the initial position of
speed adjustment. Pshipm represents the ship position when the
unmanned vehicle reaches Pm. The red curve between Pe and
Pm is the process of pitch angle adjustment, where the vehicle
speed is v, whereas the other red one between Pm and Pg

is the process of speed adjustment from v to vship at a fixed
acceleration av . Svp is the S value between Pe and Pm, Ssp is
the sailing distance of the ship during pitch angle adjustment,
Svv is the S value between Pm and Pg, and Ssv is the sailing
distance of the ship during speed adjustment. Fig. 6 shows the
description of subpath ς5. χ1 is a circle of radius Rmin and in-
tersects Pe, and the tangent direction of χ1 at Pe is determined
by γt. χ2 is a circle of radius Rmin and intersects both χ1 and
z = h at exactly one point each. The tangent point between
the circle χ2 and the line z = h is Pm. Hence, we can get

SL = Svp + Svv − Ssp − Ssv (11)

where

Svp =
√

4R2
min − (Rmin cos γt +Rmin)2 +Rmin sin γt

Ssp =vship

(
2 arccos

(
cosγt+1

2

)
+ γt

)
Rmin

v

Svv =
v2 − v2ship

2av

Ssv =vship · v − vship
av

. (12)
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Fig. 5. Classification of the computation of θr . (a) s = 1, t = 1. (b) s = −1, t = 1. (c) s = 1, t = −1. (d) s = −1, t = −1.

Fig. 6. S − z diagram of subpath ς5.

As a consequence, the integrated trajectory, which consists of
pitch angle smoothing (subpath ς1), the trajectory based on the
RDDH method (subpaths ς2–ς4), and the curve for pitch angle
and speed adjustment(subpath ς5), is designed for autonomous
navigation of the unmanned vehicle. This trajectory can guide
the unmanned vehicle to approach the moving mother ship and
provide a good condition for automatic landing or recovery to
the mother ship [satisfying (1)].

B. Analysis of Final Poses Unmanned Vehicle and Ship
Reach Simultaneously

In order to let the vehicle and the ship arrive simultaneously
at their respective poses, the related equations are established
based on 3-D path generation. The equations are the constrained
quadratic or linear ones when the ship sails along a straight line,
and the final pose can be obtained in an analytic form. When the
ship sails along a circle, the nonlinear equations are obtained.
They can be solved via numerical methods.

1) Approaching Ship Moving Along a Straight Line:
Before the approach to a moving ship starts, the vehicle pitch
angle should be adjusted to an initial pitch angle. Thus, the
vehicle sailing time on subpath ς1, which is the result of the
pitch angle smoothing process, can be negligible. Thus, we can

get P0(x0, y0, z0)=Ps(xs, ys, zs). In the case of cos θships �=0,
let Tv=Ts, we can get

θrRmin + ‖−−−→OsOe‖+ 2πRminN

v cos γt

=
xe + SL cos θships − xships

vship cos θships
. (13)

By substituting (4) into (13), one linear equation can be ob-
tained as⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩
(1 + k2 − l2)x2

e + (2A+ 2kB + 2lC)xe

+A2 +B2 − C2 = 0

xe ≥ C
l

(14)

where

k =tan θships

l =
v cos γt

(vship · cos θships)

A =− xs + tRmin(sin θs − sin θships)

B =yships − ys − kxships + tRmin(cos θships − cos θs)

C =lxships + θrRmin + 2πRminN − lSL cos θships. (15)

In the other case of cos θships = 0, the derivation of the equa-
tion is similar to (14) and thus omitted. Due to the uncertainty of
the final position, three unknown variables need to be deter-
mined in the equations: the pitch angle γt, the number of
rotational laps N , and the rotation heading angle θr. γt can be
obtained by a simple search method. According to our expe-
rience, γt can be computed after less than ten iterations. Due
to (9), N is a decreasing function about the projection length
LCSC of the trajectory on the x–y plane. Hence, the maximum
value Nmax is obtainable; we can get the solution of (14)
using a limited and small number of cycles meeting N ≤
Nmax. Here, we only introduce the calculations of θr using the
special characteristic of 2-D external tangential CSC curves.

As depicted in Fig. 7, the computation of θr is discussed in
four cases according to the selection of the parameters t and s.
The ship sails along a straight line; thus, the final attitudes of
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Fig. 7. Classification of the computation of θr when the ship sails along
a straight line. (a) s = 1, t = 1. (b) s = −1, t = 1. (c) s = 1, t = −1. (d)
s = −1, t = −1.

the ship and the vehicle are fixed. Therefore, we can get s by
(16), which is equivalent to

s =

{
1, sin θshipsqox−cos θshipsqoy≥0

−1, sin θshipsqox−cos θshipsqoy<0

s =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩
1 cos θships

× [yos−yoship−tan θships(xos−xoship)]≥0

−1 cos θships

× [yos−yoship−tan θships(xos−xoship)]<0

(16)

where
(
xoship

yoship

)
=

(
xships−t·Rmin·sin θships

yships+t·Rmin·cos θships

)
, and

(
xos

yos

)
=(

xs−t·Rmin·sin θs
ys+t·Rmin·cos θs

)
; from (16), we can see that once 2-D exter-

nal tangential CSC curve is selected (namely, t is determined),
the parameter s is determined.

We utilize (7) to obtain the rotation heading angle θr.
As shown in Fig. 7, in the case of s · (sin θships cos θs −
cos θships sin θs) ≤ 0, θr = 2π − s · t · θsg, else another two
cases need to be divided. B(xB , yB) in Fig. 7 is the boundary of

the two cases, and the vectors
−−−→
OsOB and (cos θs, sin θs) are in

the same or opposite directions. Thus, in the other case of s ·
(sin θships cos θs − cos θships sin θs) > 0, if cos θships(xB −
xships) ≤ 0, θr = 2π − s · t · (2π − θsg), else we can obtain

θr =

{
2π − s · t · (2π − θsg), c2 ≥ 0

2π + s · t · θsg, c2 < 0 and c3 ≥ 0
(17)

where c2 = cos θships(xe − xB), and c3 = cos θships(xe −
xships).

Fig. 8. Analysis of the final goal when the ship sails along a clockwise
circle. The circle that the ship sails along intersects the final arc of the
2-D external tangential CSC curve at exactly one point. Pe is the tangent
point between the above two circles.

Therefore, the final poses the ship and the vehicle reach
simultaneously can be obtained once (14) is solved.

2) Approaching Ship Moving Along a Circle: Here, we
just take the case where the ship sails along a clockwise circle
for an example to derive the equations. As shown in Fig. 8,
the circle centers Os(xos, yos) and Oe(xoe, yoe) can be obtained[
xos

yos

]
=Rmin ·

[
cos

(
π
2 · t

)
− sin

(
π
2 · t

)
sin

(
π
2 · t

)
cos

(
π
2 · t

) ] [
cos θs
sin θs

]
+

[
xs

ys

]
(18)[

xoe

yoe

]
=(Rship + tRmin) ·

[
cos(−θpe) − sin(−θpe)
sin(−θpe) cos(−θpe)

]

×
[
− sin θships
cos θships

]
+

[
xoship

yoship

]
(19)

where Oship(xoship, yoship) and Rship are the center and the
radius of the circle that the ship sails along, respectively; and
θpe is marked in Fig. 8.

Let Tv = Ts, we can get

θrRmin + ‖−−−→OsOe‖+ 2πRminN

v cos γt
=

θpeRship + SL

vship
. (20)

By substituting (18) and (19) into (20), we can obtain

√
D + E sin θpe + F cos θpe =

v cos γtθpeRship

vship

− θrRmin−2πRminN+
vSLcos γt

vship
(21)

where

D =R2
s + (xoship − xos)

2 + (yoship − yos)
2

E =2Rs · [(xoship − xos) · cos θships
+(yoship − yos) · sin θships]

F =2Rs · [−(xoship − xos) · sin θships
+(yoship − yos) · cos θships]

Rs =Rship + tRmin. (22)

The equations can be solved by numerical methods. In the
equations, the pitch angle γt can be obtained by a search
method, and the maximum of N can be also determined. Here,
the computation of θr is described.
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We also employ the special characteristic of 2-D external
tangential CSC curves to obtain θr, which is discussed in
two cases.

When sin θships cos θs − cos θships sin θs < 0, θr can be ob-
tained as

θr=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

2π−t · θsg
or 2π+t · (2π−θsg), θpe∈ [0, π−θL]

2π−t · (2π−θsg)

or 2π+t · θsg, θpe∈(π−θL, 2π−θL]

2π−t · θsg
or 2π+t · (2π−θsg), θpe∈(2π−θL, 2π]

(23)

where θsg is computed as

θsg =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
θL + θpe, θpe ∈ [0, π − θL]

2π − θpe − θL, θpe ∈ (π − θL, 2π − θL]

θpe + θL − 2π, θpe ∈ (2π − θL, 2π]

(24)

where θL is the angle between the vectors (cos θs, sin θs) and
(cos θships, sin θships).

When sin θships cos θs − cos θships sin θs ≥ 0, θr can be ob-
tained as

θr =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

2π + t · θsg
or 2π − t · (2π − θsg), θpe ∈ [0, θL]

2π − t · θsg
or 2π + t · (2π − θsg), θpe ∈ (θL, π + θL]

2π + t · θsg
or 2π − t · (2π − θsg), θpe ∈ (π + θL, 2π]

(25)

where θsg is computed as

θsg =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
θL − θpe, θpe ∈ [0, θL]

θpe − θL, θpe ∈ (θL, π + θL]

2π − θpe + θL, θpe ∈ (π + θL, 2π].

(26)

The calculation of the equation for the situation where the
ship sails along a counterclockwise circle is similar to the above
process and thus omitted. It is noted that θr is different when
θpe is in different areas. From (23) and (25), θr is calculated in
three cases; thus, the final pose has to be obtained according to
the three cases as well.

C. Summary

The autonomous navigation of the vehicle to a moving ship
is divided into two cases according to the ship path. It is
summarized in Algorithm 1. γt is obtained by a simple search
method. In our experience, γt can be determined for less than
ten iterations. There are two kinds of trajectories in Fig. 3,
which can be selected for the projection of subpaths ς2–ς4 on
the x–y plane. Hence, we choose the CSC trajectory that can let
the vehicle and the ship spend shorter time to arrive simultane-
ously at their respective poses. In the case where the equations
have no solution, the curvature radius is expanded to find the
solutions.

Algorithm 1 Navigation of the Vehicle to a Moving Ship

1: Determine the ship path (a straight line or a circle);
2: Determine the maximum rotational laps number Nmax

according to the ship path;
3: γt = γs;
4: while (1) do
5: for N = 1 . . . Nmax do
6: if the ship path is a straight line then
7: Compute θr and SL;
8: Compute xe by (14);
9: Get the position Pe and the final position Pg;

10: else
11: Compute θr and SL;
12: Compute θpe by (21) via the numerical method;
13: Get the position Pe and the final position Pg;
14: end if
15: end for
16: Select the final position Pg arrived at in a shorter time;
17: Get the pitch angle γ of the planned trajectory by (10);
18: if |γ − γt| < δ then
19: break;
20: else
21: γt = γ;
22: end if
23: end while
24: Get the 3-D trajectory from the initial pose to the final

pose.

TABLE I
INITIAL CONFIGURATIONS OF UNMANNED VEHICLE

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Experimental Setup and Test of
Real-Time Performance

The approaching algorithm is evaluated by numerical simu-
lations. The initialization of the specific parameters for simula-
tions is given: v = 15 m/s, vship = 10 m/s, h = 30 m, Pships =
(0, 0, 0), θships = 0◦, and av = 5 m/s2. Moreover, the geomet-
ric constraints are selected: −15◦ ≤ γ ≤ 15◦, R ≥ 60 m.

Our algorithm is implemented under different initial condi-
tions. The vehicle initial configurations are listed in Table I.
The simulations are discussed in two cases, where the ship
sails along a straight line and a clockwise circle, with Rship =
800 m. The simulation of the approaching algorithm is done
in 3.4-GHz Pentium-class computer with 4-G random access
memory.

By analyzing the time of the simultaneous arrival, (14) and
(21) are established, where only γt is determined by searching,
but the number of iterations is limited. Moreover, time spent
on solving the two equations is microsecond class once all the
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Fig. 9. Description of the approaching trajectory. (a) Vehicle and ship
trajectories projected on the x–y plane. (b) Vehicle and ship trajectories
projected on the x–z plane. (c) x–z diagram of subpath ς5.

parameters are known. Thus, the proposed algorithm satisfies
high real-time demand. The test is implemented to show this
performance. The run average execution time is 44.9 μs in the
case where the ship sails along a straight line, and the run aver-
age execution time in the other case where the ship sails along a
circle is 194.1 μs. It is demonstrated that the approaching algo-
rithm could be implemented in real time.

B. Test of Approaching Algorithm

When the ship sails along a straight line and the data in the
first line in Table I are selected as the initial configurations of
the vehicle, the 3-D trajectory is generated, which can guide the
unmanned vehicle to a moving ship [see Fig. 11(a)]. Fig. 9(a)
shows the vehicle and ship paths projected on the x–y plane,

Fig. 10. Description of trajectory parameters. (a) Time history of
heading angle. (b) Time history of pitch angle.

and Fig. 9(b) shows the vehicle and ship paths projected on the
x–z plane, revealing that ς1–ς4 (see the red curve) are produced
to let the unmanned vehicle fall on the ship path while keeping a
small distance SL = 14.9 m with the ship on the x–y plane and
a height distance 30 m with the ship. Fig. 9(c) magnifies the x–z
diagram of subpath ς5 (see the black curve), which is utilized
to realize pitch angle adjustment and speed adjustment. It is
noted that the sailing of the trajectory, including ς1–ς4, needs
89.7 s to complete, whereas the sailing of ς5 for pitch angle
adjustment and speed adjustment only needs 3.5 s. Subpath ς5
is particularly designed for the final purpose that the vehicle
sails along with the ship at the same speed while keeping the
same attitudes. This can provide a good condition for automatic
landing or recovery to the moving ship. To verify the feasibility
of the vehicle trajectory, Fig. 10 shows the time history of the
vehicle pitch angle and heading angle along the whole trajec-
tory. It is seen that the unmanned vehicle trajectory is smooth in
terms of the heading angle and the pitch angle. Furthermore, the
generated trajectory can meet the pitch angle constraint due to
the design of the helix curve, as shown in Fig. 10(b).

To further confirm the practicality of the approaching meth-
od, simulations under the four different vehicle initial condi-
tions in Table I are conducted. The approaching algorithm is
tested in the cases where the ship sails along a straight line [see
Fig. 11(a)–(d)] and a clockwise circle of Rship = 800 [see
Fig. 11(e)–(h)]. Finally, the vehicle and ship final poses can
satisfy (1), whether the ship sails along a straight line or a circle.
The related parameters of the paths are listed in Tables II and III.
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Fig. 11. Simulations under different initial conditions. (a)–(d) Test of autonomous approach to the ship along a straight line path. (e)–(h) Test of
autonomous approach to the ship along a circle.

TABLE II
PARAMETERS OF POSITIONS AND ATTITUDES WHEN SHIP SAILS ALONG A STRAIGHT LINE

TABLE III
PARAMETERS OF POSITIONS AND ATTITUDES WHEN THE SHIP SAILS ALONG A CIRCLE
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TABLE IV
COMPARISONS OF PROPOSED METHOD AND NUMERICAL METHOD

[30] WHEN SHIP SAILS ALONG A STRAIGHT LINE

TABLE V
COMPARISONS OF PROPOSED METHOD AND NUMERICAL

METHOD [30] WHEN SHIP SAILS ALONG A CIRCLE

Meanwhile, the comparisons of the proposed method and
the numerical method named multiple shooting [30] under the
vehicle initial configurations in Table I are given. Two methods
are evaluated by the time of simultaneous arrival (Tv) and the
execution time of the method (denoted by Ta). Note that the
multiple shooting method can generate an optimal path between
an initial pose and a final pose, which can meet the curvature
radius and pitch angle constraints [30]. We use a simple binary
method to search Tv for satisfying Tv = Ts. There are only
several iterations to get the arrival time by the binary method,
but it takes a relatively long time for the multiple shooting
method to produce an optimal path from an initial pose to
a fixed final pose [30]. The arrival times calculated by the
proposed method and the numerical method and the execution
times of the two methods are tabulated in Tables IV and V. The
arrival time computed by our method is slightly larger than that
computed by the numerical method. However, the final goal
of the approaching method is to provide a good condition for
automatic landing or recovery, and the approaching path needs
to be planned online. Thus, the path that guides the unmanned
vehicle to the moving ship should be generated in high real
time, particularly for the high-speed unmanned vehicle. Under
the same configurations (see Tables IV and V), the average
execution time of the numerical method in [30] is minute
class, whereas the average execution time of the proposed
method is microsecond class, far less than that of the numerical
method.

From the comparisons in Tables IV and V, we can summarize
that the arrival time computed by the proposed method is ac-
ceptable compared with that by the numerical method. Further-
more, the proposed method can satisfy high real-time demand,
which can generate an approaching path online.

Note that it is important to select suitable parameters of
geometric constraints for path generation, because geometric
constraints, including curvature radius and pitch angle, are
closely related to the actual ones. If geometric parameters are
improper, big tracking errors would occur. Moreover, once
big errors occur, path replanning can be implemented online
due to the real-time performance of the proposed method.

The future work will popularize this method for practical
applications.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented an approaching method
based on path generation for autonomous navigation of an
unmanned vehicle to a moving mother ship. It can satisfy high
real-time demand. Path generation provides a smooth trajectory
within constraints of curvature radius and pitch angle for the
unmanned vehicle. Autonomous navigation is achieved accord-
ing to the ship path, which is a straight line or a circle. The re-
lated parameters are deduced to obtain the final poses the ship
and the vehicle reach simultaneously. Furthermore, the ap-
proaching method is summarized. The simulations under differ-
ent conditions have proved that the proposed method is effective
to realize the autonomous approach while meeting real-time
performance.
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